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Notice on using 
This cruise report is a preliminary documentation as of the end of the cruise. It may 
not be corrected even if changes on content (i.e. taxonomic classifications) are found 
after publication. It may also be changed without notice. Data on the cruise report may 
be raw or not processed. Please ask the PI(s) for the latest information before using. 
Users of data or results of this cruise are requested to submit their results to Data 
Integration and Analysis Group (DIAG), JAMSTEC. 
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1. Cruise information 
 
1-1. Cruise number, research vessel and submersible: 
 NT08-12, R/V Natsushima and ROV “Hyperdolphin” 
  
1-2. Title of the cruise: 
 FY2008 Deep-sea research using with ROV “Hyperdolphin” 
 
1-3. Proposer and research title: 
 Satoshi Kimura (The University of Tokyo), Biogenesis and structure of      
 cellulose in the deep sea Appendicularians. 
  
 Yoshihiro Fujiwara (JAMSTEC), Experimental biogeography of Osedax      
 polychaetes -dispersal & depth adaptation. 
  
1-4. Chief scientist: 
 Satoshi Kimura, The University of Tokyo 
 
1-5. Cruise period and port call: 
 2008/6/23 - 2008/7/4 (Naha - Ishigaki) 
 
1-6. Track map: 
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1-7. Research site: 
 Izeya knoll, Izena hall and Nansei islands trench 
 
1-8. Dive list: 
HPD#856: 24.9533N 125.955E, 2008/6/26 
 Observation of sea bottom, collection of soil and water, placement of logs, TP and 
 whale bones 
HPD#857: 24.5217N 126.165E, 2008/6/26 
 Observation of sea bottom, collection of soil, water and organisms, placement of  
 logs, TP and whale bones  
HPD#858: 24.75N 125.75E, 2008/6/27 
 Observation of sea bottom, collection of soil, water and organisms, placement of 
 logs, TP and whale bones 
HPD#859: 24.5833N 125.7583E, 2008/6/27 
 Observation of sea bottom, collection of soil, water and organisms, placement of 
 logs, TP and whale bones 
HPD#860: 23.835N 126.135E, 2008/6/28 
 Observation of sea bottom, collection of soil, water and organisms, placement of 
 logs, TP and whale bones  
HPD#861: 24.75N 125.75E, 2008/6/30 
 Observation of sea bottom, collection of soil, water and organisms 
HPD#862: 24.9533N 125.955E, 2008/6/30 
 Observation of sea bottom, collection of soil, water and organisms, placement of 
 whale bones 
HPD#863: 27.7917N 126.9E, 2008/7/1 
 Observation of intermediate 
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diate 
and 

 deposit, 

diate 
and 

 hydrothermal deposit, 
 collection of organisms 

 layer, collection of water and
 organisms 
HPD#864: 27.7917N 126.9E, 
 2008/7/2 
 Observation of interme
 layer, collection of water 
 organisms, landing at 
 hydrothermal
 collection of hydrothermal 
 organisms 
HPD#865: 27.25N 127.0667E, 
 2008/7/2 
 Observation of interme
 layer, collection of water 
 organisms, landing at 
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2. Research group: 
 Satoshi Kimura (The University of Tokyo) 
 Yoshihiro Fujiwara (JAMATEC) 
 Flurence Pracillon (JAMSTEC) 
 Masaru Kawato (JAMSTEC) 
 Hiroshi Miyake (Kitasato Univeristy) 
 Naonobu Shiga (Hokkaido Univeresity) 
 Toshisige Itoh (Enoshima Aquarium) 
 Nozomi Itoh (Ishimaki Senshu University) 
 Shou Shimamura (Okayama Univeristy) 
 Keisuke Nakashima (Kyoto University) 
 Atsushi Nishimoto (Kyoto University) 
 Satoshi Tada (Tokyo Sea Life Park) 
 Kentaro Amemiya (Tokyo Zoological Park Society) 
 Sylvie Gaudron (University of Paris) 
 Shinichi Hosoya (Nippon Marine Enterprises, Ltd.) 
 
3. Observation 
3-1. Biogenesis and structure of cellulose in the deep sea Appendicularians 
3-1-1. Introduction 
 In the research field of nano-materials, an inorganic material such as ceramics and 
carbon nano-tubes is actively studied, and the field is an important current of the 
material science of the present age. Cellulose that is originally the fibrous structure of 
the nanometer order is a candidate powerful as one of the nano-materials. Cellulose 
is synthesized by various living organisms, bacterium, plants, and animals (tunicates). 
The most abundant cellulose materials is produced by the plants, however, the 
application potentials of high crystalline cellulose produced by tunicates is higher than 
that plant cellulose. There are several specific techniques being tested for control 
orientation of cellulose microfibrils, flow or magnetic field. On the other hand, it was 
known that the living organisms can build up ordered cellulosic structures in vivo with 
actively-biogenesis or a force of self-assembly. The usage or emulation of the 
ordered cellulose structure constructed by the biological tissues has several potentials 
in the field of material science. 
The purpose of this research topic is clarifying the construction mechanism of the 
cellulosic structure controlled with nano and micron order in vivo formed by living 
organisms, and to seek for the possibility to use and the application to the biological 
cellulose material. 
 The targeted cellulosic structure is called "House" that is made by appendicularians, 
a kind of pelagic tunicate. The house of appendicularians that living at seacoast, is 
well studied, the diameter of house of the species is about a few cm that contains 
high crystalline cellulose with 20 nm diameter. The cellulose microfibrils are highly 
oriented in the region of inlet filter of the house. However, zooid and houses of the 
seacoast appendicularians are too small to apply the separation by the anatomical 
study to understand the detail structure and composition analysis of cellulose. We 
thought that the problems can be solved by using bigger species. 
It was reported that larger appendicularians, more than 20 mm length of body and 100 
mm of house diameter, are living in the deep sea area by previous survey of Izena 
hole at Okinawa trough. Moreover, the existence of big colony formation and 



occurrence of new species was shown. It is thought that the deep sea 
appendicularians eat bacteria that exist in the hydrothermal plume around the hot 
water. 
 
3-1-2. Methods 
 Suction sampler and gate sampler with multiple plankton collection tube were used 
to collect of appendicularians and house to prevent of the sampling damage. Plankton 
net was mounted at the inlet of suction sampler tube to improve collection efficiency. 
Submergence operation was carried out very slowly for observation of 
appendicularians at the middle layer of sea. Collected appendicularians were fixed 
with formalin solution as classification sample. Some of samples were freezed by 
liquid nitrogen for RNA sample. 
 
 ●Payload setup of HPD#863 dive 

Suction sampler x 1 
with multiple collection 

Plankton net x 1 

Niskin bottle x 2 

Gate sampler x 3

 
3-1-3. Results 
 At north Iheya knoll (HPD#863, 27.7917N 126.9E, 2008/7/1) and Iheya knoll 
(HPD#864, 27.7917N 126.9E, 2008/7/2), occurrence of appendicularians was very 
few, collected appendicularians at middle layer was identified un-described species of 
Oikopleura. 
 On the other hand, at Izena hole (HPD#865, 27.25N 127.0667E, 2008/7/2), 
numerous appendicularians with house have been observed. Especially, highly 
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condensed colonies of appendicularians were localized at water column in 1480 - 
1520 m in depth, which was characterized by clouded bacterium plume just on the 
hydrothermal vent. Almost of the collected appendicularians were un-identified 
species of genus Oikopleura. Hydrothermal benthic organisms were collected at the 
same area of hydrothermal vent at Izena hole. 

A 
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●Photo images of Izena hole 
(HPD dive # 865). Numerous 
appendicularians with houses 
were found in the bacterium 
plume on the hydrothermal 
vent (A, upper left of the 
image). The appendicularians 
make typical Oikopleurean 
houses (B, arrows). 
 
3-1-4. Future study 
  We plan structural analysis 
of collected houses that 

including component analysis and observation of ultrastructure of houses. The 
research will be become important information to clarify the mechanism of cellulose 
meshwork structure. A classification of new appendicularian species living at deep 
sea, will be also gave important information to understand the ecosystem of 
hydrothermal sea. 

B



3-2. Experimental biogeography of Osedax polychaetes -dispersal & depth 
adaptation 
3-2-1. Intoroduction 
 Genus Osedax are a kind of Polychaeta which was first reported at Monterey Bay, 
California in 2004. This group is whale bone dependent organisms, known to live only 
in the whale remains. The organisms depend on the endocellular bacterial symbiont 
for nourishment. The bacterium produce nourishment by using the whale remains. In 
previous investigation of Nomamisaki biological community in 2003, a new species of 
Osedax has been discovered, and named Osedax japonicus. Then, two or more types 
of Osedax were found in other whale remains. By gene analysis, interestingly, one of 
the Japanese Osedex sample was completely corresponding to that of O.rubiplumus 
which localized at Monterrey bay. It was known the existence of transpacific deep sea 
organisms which has very similar characters among east and west pacific oceans. 
However, it is not yet understood how O.rubiplumus move transpacific in the deep sea. 
In molecular phylogenetic analysis, on the other hand, genus Osedax are divided 
roughly into two groups depending on their living depth. However, this report is based 
on a collection of Osedax in a different sea area and at different time. It is still 
uncertain whether there is actually a correlation of the living depth. 
 
●Payload setup image of HPD#856 dive 

Niskin water sampler  

MBARI soil water 

Whale bones 

Sample box 

Wood logs

Coconats seed 

Suction sampler with
multiple canister 
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Therefore, it is important to investigate the whale remains which were placed on 
different depth of the sea at the same time. However, the probability that such a 
phenomenon happens in its natural state is extremely low case. 
 In the present study, we tried placement of large size of whale bones on Japan 
Trench land side slope of 250, 500, 1000, 2000, 4000, and 5000m in depth. And, we 
will collect the whale bones at intervals of one year to understand the research 
interesting as follows: 
 
 (1) Whether do pacific ocean crossing species of Osedax rubiplumus (Monterey  
  Bay and Sagami bay) appear in the site of Okinawa area, and their depth    
  distribution? 
 (2) When other Osedax appear, is distribution different depending on depth shown? 
 (3) How does depth influence the biota and succession of whale bone dependent  
  biological community?  
 
3-2-2. Methods 
 Three fresh whale bones, wood logs, and seeds of coconuts were placed on the 
selected sea bottom at 250, 500, 1000, 2000, 4000, and 5000 m in depth using 
vehicle. Water and soil samples were collected on each point of sea bottoms in order 
to obtain geological and biological informations. The deployment of whale bones in 
the sea bottom of 5000 m depth was achieved by a free fall using releaser coupled 
with transponder system. 
 
3-2-3. Results 
 Whale bones including other materials were successfully deployed on each sea 
bottoms using manipulation of hyperdolphin and free fall. The geological data images 
of the deployment area including of living organisms have been successfully obtained 
and recorded. 
 
●An image of deployment of whale bones (HPD#856 dive) 
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 whale bones 

Wood logs 

Coconuts seeds 
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4. Shipboard log 

Shipboard Log (NT08-12 08/06/23 - 08/07/04) 
NANSEI 
IHEYA 

Date Time Description Remark 

Position/Weather/Win
d/Sea condition 
(Noon) 

23,Jun,08 15:00 
Boarding on R/V 
NATSUSHIMA 

Port of NAHA 26-14.2N, 127-40.8E 

  
15:45- 
16:20 

Meeting for research dive  Fine but cloudy 

     Gentle Breeze,SW 

     Calm 

24,Jun,08  Escape from the typhoon #6 KIN WAN 26-24.7N, 127-52.0E 

  11:00 Onboard seminar 
For safety 
NATSUSHIM
A life 

Fine but cloudy 

      Moderate breeze,SW 

      Calm 

25,Jun,08 13:00- Transit to HPD#856 dive point  26-24.7N, 127-52.0E 

    Fine but cloudy 

    Fresh breeze,WSW 

    Smooth 

26,Jun,08 05:52 XBT   24-41.6N, 126-06.8E 

 08:22 Started HPD#856dive  Fine but cloudy 

 08:49 Arrived at bottom (275m)  Fresh breeze,SSW 

 09:40 Leave the bottom (271m)  Moderate 

 10:02 HPD on-decked   

 
10:02- 
13:25 

Transit to HPD#857 dive point   

 13:25 XBT   

 14:23 Started HPD#857 dive   

 15:40 Arrived at bottom (1515m)   

 16:42 Leave the bottom (1515m)   

 17:50 HPD on-decked   

 19:00 Scientific meeting   

 
21:04- 
05:57 

MBES mapping survey   

27,Jun,08 09:14 Started HPD#858dive  24-41.3N, 126-45.1E 

 09:49 Arrived at bottom (495m)  Fine but cloudy 

 11:02 Leave the bottom (496m)  Fresh breeze,S 

 11:27 HPD on-decked  Slight 

 
11:27- 
12:40 

Transit to HPD#859 dive point   

 13:22 Started HPD#859 dive   
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 14:10 Arrived at bottom (1001m)   

 16:05 Leave the bottom (999m)  
 
 

 16:45 HPD on-decked   

 19:00 Scientific meeting   

 
18:41- 
21:06 

MBES mapping survey   

28,Jun,08 08:17 Started HPD#860dive  23-50.1N, 126-08.1E 

 10:09 Arrived at bottom (2997m)  Fine but cloudy 

 12:04 Leave the bottom (1400m)  Fresh breeze,S 

 13:40 HPD on-decked  Slight 

 
13:40- 
15:00 

Transit to Mooring point   

 15:15 
Deployment of logs and 
coconut seed 

  

 16:53 Arrived at bottom (4950m)   

 
16:55- 
18:45 

Estimation of position using 
travel times of an acoustic 
wave 

  

 19:00 Scientific meeting   

29,Jun,08 05:00 
Send command for release to 
releaser 

  23-54.7N, 126-22.0E 

 08:12 Surfacing start  Fine but cloudy 

 09:25 Recovery of releaser  Fresh breeze,SSW 

 10:00 Deployment of bone  Slight 

 11:50 Arrived at bottom (4957m)   

 
12:00- 
12:35 

Estimation of position using 
travel times of an acoustic 
wave 

  

 12:55 
Send command for release to 
releaser 

  

 14:11 Recovery of releaser   

 16:00 Scientific meeting   

 
18:04- 
04:44 

MBES mapping survey   

30,Jun,08 08:17 Started HPD#861dive  24-53.3N, 125-53.5E 

 08:42 Arrived at bottom (492m)  Fine but cloudy 

 10:18 Leave the bottom (495m)  Gentle breeze,SSW 

 10:46 HPD on-decked  Smooth 

 
10:46- 
12:30 

Transit to HPD#862 dive point   

 12:56 Started HPD#862dive   
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 13:12 Arrived at bottom (274m)   

 14:32 Leave the bottom (268m)   

 14:52 HPD on-decked   

 16:00 Scientific meeting   

  Transit to IZENA  
 
 

1,July,08 04:30 Arrived at IZENA  27-44.5N, 126-51.9E 

 10:41 XBT  Fine but cloudy 

 13:17 Started HPD#863dive  Gentle breeze,WSW 

 14:33 Arraival at bottom (1036m)  Smooth 

 16:38 Leave the bottom (985m)   

 17:54 HPD on-decked   

2,July,08 08:09 Started HPD#864dive  27-47.9N, 126-54.4E 

 10:50 Arrived at bottom (979m)  Fine but cloudy 

 11:26 Leave the bottom (985m)  Fresh breeze,SW 

 12:14 HPD on-decked  Slight 

 17:25 XBT   

 18:47 Started HPD#865dive   

 20:40 Arrived at bottom (1592m)   

 21:01 Leave the bottom (1592m)   

 22:00 HPD on-decked   

 16:00 Scientific meeting   

3,July.08  Transit  25-.39.6N, 125-19.6E 

    Fine but cloudy 

    Fresh breeze,,SW 

    Slight 

4,July.08 09:00 Arraival in port  
Port of 
ISHIGAKI 

  

 11:30 Leave the R/V NATSUSHIMA     

 



5. Dive information 
5-1. HPD#856 
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5-2. HPD#857 
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5-3. HPD#858 
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5-4. HPD#859 
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5-5. HPD#860 
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5-6. HPD#861 
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5-7. HPD#862 
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5-8. HPD#863 
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5-9. HPD#864 
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5-10. HPD#865 
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